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Abstract 

Multiple quantitative methods for single-case experimental design data have been applied to 

multiple-baseline, withdrawal, and reversal designs. The advanced data analytic techniques 

historically applied to single-case design data are primarily applicable to designs that involve 

clear sequential phases such as repeated measurement during baseline and treatment phases, but 

these techniques may not be valid for alternating treatment design (ATD) data where two or 

more treatments are rapidly alternated. Some recently proposed data analytic techniques 

applicable to ATD are reviewed. For ATDs with random assignment of condition ordering, the 

Edgington’s randomization test is one type of inferential statistical technique that can 

complement descriptive data analytic techniques for comparing data paths and for assessing the 

consistency of effects across blocks in which different conditions are being compared. In 

addition, several recently developed graphical representations are presented, alongside the 

commonly used time series line graph. The quantitative and graphical data analytic techniques 

are illustrated with two previously published data sets. Apart from discussing the potential 

advantages provided by each of these data analytic techniques, barriers to applying them are 

reduced by disseminating open access software to quantify or graph data from ATDs. 

Keywords: Single-case experimental design, Alternating treatments design, Data analysis, 

Randomization tests, Consistency  
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Quantitative Techniques and Graphical Representations 

for Interpreting Results from Alternating Treatment Design 

Alternating treatment design (ATD) is a single-case experimental design (SCED1), characterized 

by a rapid and frequent alternation of conditions (Barlow & Hayes, 1979; Kratochwill & Levin, 

1980) that can be used to compare two (or more) different treatments, or a control and a 

treatment condition.  An ATD can be understood as a type of “multielement design” (see 

Hammond et al., 2013; Kennedy, 2005; Riley-Tillman el al., 2020, see Barlow & Hayes, 1979, 

for a discussion), but it important to mention two potential distinctions. On the one hand, the 

term “multilelement design” is employed when an ATD is used for test-control pairwise 

functional analysis methodology (Hagopian et al., 1997; Hammond et al., 2013; Hall et al., 2020; 

Iwata et al., 1994). On the other hand, a multielement design can be used for assessing contextual 

variables and ATD for assessing interventions (Ledford et al., 2019). Previous publications on 

best practices for applying ATD recommend a minimum of five data points per condition, and 

limiting consecutive repeated exposure to two sessions of any one condition (What Works 

Clearinghouse, 2020; Wolery al., 2018). The rapid alternation between conditions distinguishes 

ATDs from other SCEDs, which are characterized by more consecutive repeated measurements 

for the same condition (Onghena & Edgington, 2005).  

In relation to the previously mentioned distinguishing features of ATDs, it is important to 

adequately identify under what conditions this design is most useful and should be recommended 

to applied researchers. ATDs are applicable to reversible behaviors (Wolery et al., 2018) that are 

                                                           
1 Single-case designs (e.g., What Works Clearinghouse, 2020), single-case experimental designs (e.g., Smith, 2012) 
single-case research designs (e.g., Maggin et al., 2018) or single-subject research designs (e.g., Hammond & Gast, 
2010) are terms often used interchangeably. Another possible term is “within-subject designs” (Greenwald, 1976), 
referring to the fact that in most case the comparison is performed within the same individual, although in a 
multiple-baseline design across participants, there is also a comparison across participants (Ferron et al., 2014). 
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sensitive to interventions that can be introduced and removed fast, prior to maintenance and 

generalization phases of treatment analyses. Thus, for non-reversible behaviors, an AB (Michiels 

& Onghena, 2019), a multiple-baseline and/or a changing criterion design can be used (Ledford 

et al., 2019), whereas for reversible behaviors and interventions that require more time to 

demonstrate a treatment effect (or for an effect to wear off), an ABAB design is typically 

recommended.  

ATD can be useful for applied researchers for several reasons. First, an ATD can be used 

to compare the efficiency of different interventions (Holcombe et al., 1994), instead of only 

comparing a baseline to an intervention condition. Second, an ATD enables researchers to 

perform, in a brief period of time, several attempts to demonstrate whether one condition is 

superior to the other. This rapid alternation of conditions is useful to reduce the threat of history 

because it decreases the likelihood that confounding external events occur exactly at the same 

time as the conditions change (Petursdottir & Carr, 2018). This rapid alternation is also useful to 

reduce the threat of maturation, which usually entails a gradual process (Petursdottir & Carr, 

2018), as the total duration of the ATD study is likely to be shorter when conditions change 

rapidly and the same condition is not in place for many consecutive measurements. Third, an 

ATD entailing a random determination of the sequence of conditions further increases the level 

of internal validity and makes the design equivalent to medical N-of-1 trials, which also entail 

block randomization and are considered Level-1 empirical evidence for treatment effectiveness 

for individual cases (Howick et al., 2011). The use of randomization when determining the 

alternating sequence has been recommended (Barlow & Hayes, 1979; Horner & Odom, 2014; 

Kazdin, 2011) and is relatively common: Manolov and Onghena (2018) report 51% and Tanious 

and Onghena (2020) report 59% of the ATD studies use randomization in the design. The fact 
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that randomization is not always used limits the data analysis options available to the 

investigator. In the following paragraphs, we refer to different options for determining the 

condition sequence for ATDs. It is important to note that the way in which the sequence is 

determined affects the number of options available for data analysis.  

Among the possibilities for a random determination for condition ordering, a completely 

randomized design (Onghena & Edgington, 2005) entails that the conditions are randomly 

alternated without any restriction, but this could lead to problematic sequences such as 

AAAAABBBBB or AAABBBBBAA. Given that such sequences do not allow for a rapid 

alternation of conditions, other randomization techniques are more commonly used to select the 

ordering of conditions. Specifically, a “random alternation with no condition repeating until all 

have been conducted” (Wolery et al., 2018, p. 304) describes block randomization (Ledford, 

2018) or a randomized block design (Onghena & Edgington, 2005), in which all conditions are 

grouped in blocks and the order of conditions within each block is determined at random. For 

instance, sequences such as AB-BA-BA-AB-BA and BA-AB-BA-BA-AB can be obtained. A 

randomly determined sequence arising from an ATD with block randomization is equivalent to 

the N-of-1 trials used in the health sciences (Guyatt et al., 1990; Krone et al., 2020; Nikles & 

Mitchell, 2015), in which several random-order blocks are referred to as multiple crossovers. 

Another option is to use “random alternation with no more than two consecutive sessions in a 

single condition” (Wolery et al., 2018, p. 304). Such an ATD with restricted randomization could 

lead to a sequence such as ABBABAABAB or AABABBABBA, with the latter being 

impossible when using block randomization. An alternative procedure for determining the 

sequence is through counterbalancing (Barlow & Hayes, 1979; Kennedy, 2005), which is 

especially relevant if there are multiple conditions and participants. Counterbalancing enables 
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different ordering of the conditions to be present for different participants. For instance, the 

sequence could be ABBABAAB for participant 1 and BAABABBA for participant 2.  

Aims and Organization of the Current Manuscript 

In the remaining sections of this manuscript, the emphasis is placed on data analysis options for 

ATD data. In particular, we illustrate the use of several quantitative techniques as complements 

to (rather than substitutes for) visual analysis. Quantifications are highlighted in relation to the 

importance of increasing the objectivity of the assessment of intervention effectiveness (Cox & 

Friedel, 2020; Laraway et al., 2019), reducing difficulties with accurately identifying clear 

differences between ATD data paths (Kranak et al., 2020), and making ATD results more likely 

to meet the requirements for including the data in meta-analyses (Onghena et al., 2018). The 

descriptive quantifications of differences in treatment effects and the inferential techniques (i.e., 

a randomization test) are applicable to both ATDs with block randomization and restricted 

randomization. However, the quantifications for assessing the consistency of effects across 

blocks are only applicable to ATDs with block randomization assignment for the conditions. The 

analytical options the current manuscript focuses on are scattered across several texts published 

since 2018. The current manuscript is aimed at providing behavior analysts with additional data 

analytic options, using freely available web-based software. 

In the following text, we first discuss visual analysis, several descriptive quantitative 

techniques, and one inferential statistical technique. Next, we provide potential advantages for 

the proposed quantifications that complement visual inspection of graphed ATD data. Third, in 

order to enhance the applicability of the techniques and to make possible the replication of the 

results presented, we describe several existing software for data analysis options. Finally, we 
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illustrate these quantitative data analytic techniques with two previously published ATD data 

sets.  

Data Analysis Options for Alternating Treatment Design 

Visual Analysis 

Historically, visual inspection has been the first choice for investigators (Barlow et al., 2009; 

Sidman, 1960). The data analysis focuses on the degree to which the data path for one condition 

is differentiable from (and clearly superior to) the data path for the other condition (Ledford et 

al., 2019). The data paths are represented by lines connecting sessions within each condition of 

the ATD. Thus, visual analysis assesses the magnitude and consistency of the separation between 

conditions (Horner & Odom, 2014), also referred to as differentiation (Riley-Tillman et al., 

2020) between the data paths (e.g., whether they cross or not and what is the vertical distance 

between them). This comparison usually incorporates consistency and level or magnitude of the 

difference in the dependent variable across the treatment conditions (Ledford et al., 2019).  

Descriptive Data Analytic Techniques 

The main strengths and limitations of the descriptive data analytic techniques reviewed are 

presented in Table 1. Examples of their use are provided in the section entitled “Illustrations and 

Comparison of the Results”, including a graphical representation of most of these techniques. In 

Table 1, we also refer to the particular Figure that represents an application of a technique.  

INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE 

Comparing Data Paths 
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Quantifying the difference between the data paths entails using observed behavior via direct 

measurement and linearly interpolated values. The linearly interpolated values are the specific 

locations within a data path for one condition; they lie between session data points from that 

condition. The interpolated data points represent the value that hypothetically would have been 

obtained for a given condition if it had taken place on a given measurement occasion; however, 

in the ATD, the alternative treatment condition is imposed instead.  

One approach to comparing two or more data paths is to use the visual structured criterion 

(VSC; Lanovaz et al., 2019). The comparison is performed ordinally, that is, considering only 

whether one condition is superior to the other; it does not measure the degree of superiority 

(unlike the quantification described in the following paragraph). Specifically, the VSC first 

quantifies the number of comparisons (measurement sessions) for which one condition is 

superior. Afterwards, the VSC compares this quantity to the cut-off points empirically derived by 

Lanovaz et al. (2019) for detecting superiority greater than one expected by chance.  

A comparison involving actual and linearly interpolated values (abbreviated as ALIV, 

Manolov & Onghena, 2018) assesses the magnitude of effect, by focusing on the average 

distance between the data paths. Complementary to the visual structured criterion, ALIV 

quantifies the magnitude of the separation between data paths.  

Assessment of Level and Trend 

Comparing data paths is common in visual analysis of graphed SCED data, and in many ways 

relies on implicit use of interpolated values between sessions for each data path. In addition to 

visual comparison, a quantification using only the obtained (observed) measurements may be 

preferable to a quantification using the interpolated values from the ALIV. A possible 
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quantification using only observed values is the average difference between successive 

observations (abbreviated ADISO, Manolov & Onghena, 2018). As suggested by Ledford et al. 

(2019), measurements from one condition are compared to adjacent measurements of the other 

condition. The calculations focus on level, whereas potential distinct trends are quantified via 

increasing or decreasing differences between adjacent values. For an ATD with block 

randomization of condition ordering, it is straightforward to perform the comparisons within 

blocks. However, a substantial limitation arises when ADISO is used for ATD data with 

restricted randomization because the analyst would have to decide exactly how to segment the 

alternation sequence (i.e., which comparisons to perform). With different segmentations, the 

quantification of the difference between conditions can lead to different results. The 

recommendation is to segment the sequence in such a way that it allows for the maximum 

number of possible comparisons (e.g., segment AABBABBAABBA as AABB-AB-BA-AB-BA 

and not as AAB-BA-BBAA-BBA). In cases where different segmentations lead to the same 

number of comparisons (e.g., BAABAABABABB can be segmented as BAA-BA-AB-AB-ABB 

and BA-AB-AAB-AB-ABB), a sensitivity analysis comparing the results across different 

segmentations is warranted.  

Taking into Account the Variability within Conditions 

In ATD research, the measures of variability within a condition commonly reported are the (a) 

range and (b) standard deviation (Manolov & Onghena, 2018). Beyond reporting these values, 

the visual aid and objective rule (VAIOR, Manolov & Vannest, 2019) also includes the degree of 

variability within conditions. VAIOR assesses whether the data from one condition are superior 

to the data from the other condition, with the latter being summarized by a trend line and a 

variability band. The trend line is fitted by applying the Theil-Sen method (Vannest et al., 2012) 
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applied to the data obtained in one condition (usually, the baseline condition or another reference 

condition). The Theil-Sen method is a robust (i.e., resistant to outliers) technique based on 

finding the median of the slopes of all possible trend lines connecting all values pairwise. The 

variability band is constructed on the basis of the median absolute deviations from the median, 

which is a measure of scatter that is also resistant to outliers. The assessment in VAIOR focuses 

on whether the data from a given condition exceed the variability band. Similar to the visual 

structured criterion, a dichotomous decision is reached regarding whether there is sufficient 

evidence for the superiority of one condition over another with the degree of variability within 

each condition affecting this determination.  

Consistency of Effects when Comparing Conditions 

When analyzing SCED data, the consistency of the data within the same condition and the 

consistency of effects are two crucial aspects for establishing a functional relation between the 

independent variable, which causes the observed change (if any) on the dependent variable (Lane 

et al., 2017; Maggin et al., 2018). Two different approaches can be used for quantifying the 

consistency of effects for data obtained following an ATD with block randomization. One, called 

consistency of effects across blocks (CEAB), is based on variance partitioning (Manolov et al., 

2020): the total variance is divided into variance explained by the intervention effect, variance 

attributed to differences between blocks, and residual or interaction variance. The total variance 

is the sum of the squared deviations between any value and the mean of all values. The explained 

variance basically reflects the squared differences between the mean in each condition and the 

mean of all values, regardless of the condition in which they were obtained. The variance 

attributed to the blocks reflects the squared differences between the mean of the values from 

each block (mixing both conditions being compared) and the mean of all values. The variance 
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represents the lack of consistency of the effect across blocks because the difference between 

conditions is larger in some blocks than others. The smaller the residual or interaction variability, 

the more consistent the effect was across blocks. In the context of this data analytic technique, 

several graphical representations are also suggested to facilitate interpreting the CEAB (Manolov 

et al., 2020), as shown in the section entitled “Illustrations and Comparison of the Results.”  

Another approach is based on a graphical representation called the modified Brinley plot 

(Blampied, 2017) in which the measurements in one condition are plotted (on the Y-axis) against 

the measurements in the other condition (on the X-axis). A single data point represents the block. 

For designs that have phases (e.g., a multiple-baseline design or an ABAB design), each point 

represents the mean of a phase for a condition, with baseline means represented on the X-axis 

and adjacent intervention phase means on the Y-axis. A diagonal line (slope = 1, intercept = 0) 

shows the absence of difference or the equality between conditions. If all points are above the 

diagonal line, there is consistent superiority of treatment over baseline (assuming a high score 

represents improvement). If all points are below the diagonal then the treatment made behavior 

worse. The consistency in the magnitude of the effect across blocks is assessed in relation to the 

degree to which the points are close to a parallel diagonal line marking the average difference 

between conditions. If the slope is not equal to 1.0, then the interpretation is a bit more complex, 

but quite revealing. If, for example the treatment works best when baseline values are low, then 

data points on the left end of the graph will be farther above the baseline than points on the right 

end.  

The calculation is actually a mean absolute percentage error, computed when comparing 

different conditions, which is why this data analytical technique is abbreviated MAPEDIFF 

(Manolov & Tanious, 2020). Thus, the modified Brinley plot can be used to represent visually 
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the outcome of the specific comparisons performed between measurements in an ATD with 

block randomization) or between phases in a multiple-baseline or an ABAB design. It also 

enables checking whether the direction of the difference is consistently in favor of one of the 

conditions, whether this difference is of sufficient magnitude for all comparisons (in case a 

meaningful cut-off point is available), whether treatment efficacy depends on baseline levels, and 

whether this difference is consistent across all comparisons. 

In both cases, the consistency of effects can be conceptualized as the degree to which 

variability of the effects observed in the different blocks are comparable to the average of these 

effects across blocks. Nonetheless, we prefer to separate the assessment of variability (usually 

assessed within each condition separately, before exploring whether there is a difference in 

variability across conditions), from the assessment of consistency of effects (which necessarily 

entails a comparison across conditions). These separate assessments are well-aligned with the 

recommendations for performing visual analysis (Lane et al., 2017; Ledford et al., 2019; Maggin 

et al., 2018). 

Inferential Data Analytical Techniques 

In the following section we refer to randomization tests as an inferential technique based on a 

stochastic element in the design (i.e., the use of randomization for determining the alternation 

sequence for conditions). Actually, randomization tests are the historically first statistical option 

proposed for ATD (Edgington, 1967; Kratochwill & Levin, 1980) and several studies using ATD 

have applied this analytical option (Weaver & Lloyd, 2019). However, despite the frequent use 

of randomization of condition assignment, the application of randomization tests are not yet 

commonly used with SCEDs (Manolov & Onghena, 2018). The aim of the current section is to 

justify and encourage both the use of randomization of condition presentation and the 
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employment of randomization tests as an inferential analytical tool, as well as to describe their 

main features. Other inferential techniques, based on random sampling, are not discussed here. 

The interested reader is referred to regression-based procedures for model-based inference 

(Onghena, 2020). Specifically, these techniques allow modeling the average level of the 

measurements in each condition and, if desired, the trends. The readings suggested for 

regression-based options in the SCED context are Moeyaert et al. (2014), Shadish et al. (2013), 

and Solmi et al. (2014), whereas for options in the context of N-of-1 trials Krone et al. (2020) 

and Zucker et al. (2010) can be consulted.  

What is Gained by Using Randomization of Condition Ordering 

Randomization can address threats to internal validity and increase the scientific credibility of 

the results of a study, including SCED studies (Edgington, 1996; Kratochwill & Levin, 2010; 

Tate et al., 2013). For ATDs, alternating the sequence randomly makes it less likely that external 

events are systematically associated with the exact moments in which conditions change. 

Randomization, alongside counterbalancing, has also been suggested for decreasing condition 

sequencing effects, i.e., the possibility that one condition consistently precedes the other 

condition (Horner & Odom, 2014; Kennedy, 2005). The usefulness of randomization for 

addressing threats to internal validity is likely the reason for original introduction of ATDs as 

discussed by Barlow and Hayes (1979). 

The inclusion of randomization of condition ordering in the design also allows the 

investigator to use a specific analytical technique called randomization tests (Edgington, 1967, 

1975). Randomization tests are applicable across different kinds of SCEDs (Craig & Fisher, 

2019; Heyvaert & Onghena, 2014; Kratochwill & Levin, 2010), as long as there is randomization 

in the design, such as the random assignment of conditions to measurement occasions 
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(Edgington, 1980; Levin et al., 2019). Randomization tests are also flexible in the selection of a 

test statistic according to the type of effect expected (Heyvaert & Onghena, 2014). Specifically, 

the test statistic can be defined according to whether the effect is expected to be a change in level 

or in slope (Levin et al., 2020), and whether the change is expected to be immediate or delayed 

(Levin et al., 2017; Michiels & Onghena, 2019). The test statistic is just the computation of a 

specific measure of the difference between conditions that is of interest to the researcher for 

which a p-value will be obtained. Owing to the presence of randomization in condition ordering, 

there is no need to refer to any theoretical sampling distribution that would require random 

sampling. The test statistic is usually the mean difference actually obtained, due to its frequent 

use as a summary measure in ATD (Manolov & Onghena, 2018). Any aspect of the observed 

data (e.g., level, trend, overlap2) or any effect size or quantification (e.g., ALIV; Manolov, 2019) 

can be used as a test statistic. To conduct the analysis, the test statistic is computed for the actual 

(obtained) alternation sequence (for instance, ABBAAB). Then the same test statistic is 

computed for all possible alternation sequences. Specifically, the measurements obtained (e.g., 6, 

8, 9, 7, 5, 7) maintain their order as they cannot be placed elsewhere due to the likely presence of 

autocorrelation in the data (Shadish & Sullivan, 2011). What changes in each possible alternation 

sequence, from which the actual alternation sequence was selected at random, are the labels, 

which denote the treatment conditions. Thus, when constructing the randomization distribution, 

other possible orderings/labels such ABABAB and ABABBA are assigned to each measurement 

in its original sequence (6, 8, 9, 7, 5, 7) and the test statistic is computed according to these 

                                                           
2 Given the absence of phases, immediacy and variability are likely to have a different meaning in the ATD context, 
as compared to multiple-baseline and ABAB designs. Regarding immediacy, an effect should be immediately 
visible, if it is to be detected, as each condition lasts for only one or two consecutive measurement occasions. 
Regarding data variability in each condition, it refers to measurements that are not adjacent. 
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labels. The randomization distribution is constructed by computing the test statistic for all 

possible alternation sequences, whose number is 2k when there are k blocks or pairs of conditions 

and for each block a random selection is performed regarding which condition is first and which 

section (Onghena & Edgington, 2005). The actually obtained test statistic is compared to the test 

statistics computed for all possible alternation sequences under the randomization scheme (these 

are called “pseudostatistics”, as they are computed for alternating sequences that did not actually 

take place, but are ones that could possibly occur). If an increase in the target behavior is desired, 

the p-value is the proportion of pseudostatistics as large as or larger than the actual test statistic. 

Alternatively, if a decrease is the aim of the intervention, the p-value is the proportion of 

pseudostatistics as small as or smaller than the actual test statistic. 

As an additional strength, although their use requires random ordering of conditions for 

each participant, randomization tests are free from the assumptions of random sampling of 

participants from a population, normality or independence of the data (Dugard et al., 2012; 

Edgington & Onghena, 2007). This is important, because in the SCED context it cannot be 

assumed that either the individual or their behavior were sampled at random. Moreover, the data 

are autocorrelated and not necessarily normally distributed (Pustejovsky et al., 2019; Shadish & 

Sullivan, 2011; Solomon, 2014). Finally, when using a randomization test, missing data can be 

handled effectively in a straightforward way by randomizing a missing-data marker, as if it were 

just another observed value, when obtaining the value of the test statistic for all possible random 

assignments (De et al., 2020). There is no specific limitation that the use of randomization of 

condition ordering entails, because it is also possible to combine randomization and 

counterbalancing (e.g., see Chapter 6 in Edgington & Onghena, 2007). This could occur, for 
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instance, when determining the sequence at random for participant 1 (e.g., ABABBAAB) and 

counterbalancing for participant 2 (i.e., BABAABBA). 

Interpreting the p-Value 

The null hypothesis is that there is no effect of the intervention and thus the measurements 

obtained would have been the same under any of the possible randomizations (Jacobs, 2019), and 

in the ATD case, under any of the possible random sequences. The p-value quantifies the 

probability of obtaining a difference between conditions as large as, or larger than, the actually 

observed difference, conditional on there being no difference between the conditions. A small p-

value entails that the difference observed is unlikely, if the null hypothesis is true. Hence, either 

we observed an unlikely event or it is not true that the intervention is ineffective. If we don’t 

believe in unlikely events then our conclusion is tentatively that the intervention is effective, but 

a statistically significant result does not show the actual probability that the intervention is 

superior to another treatment or baseline.  

Additionally, it should be noted that p-values should not be interpreted in isolation. Other 

analytical methods, such as visual analysis and clinical significance measures, as well as 

assessment of social validity should be taken into account as well. We do not suggest that a p-

value is the only way for tentatively inferring a substantial treatment effect, as the assessment of 

the presence of a functional relation is usually performed via visual analysis of graphed data 

(Maggin et al., 2018), especially in terms of the consistency of the effects (Ledford et al., 2019). 

However, the p-value based on the presence of randomization in the design is an objective 

quantification, which is valid thanks to the use of the randomization of condition ordering as it 

was actually implemented during the study.  
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Assessing Intervention Effectiveness: Beyond p-Values  

A randomization test is not to be applied arbitrarily (Gigerenzer, 2004), nor is it free of 

interpretation from the researcher (see Perone, 1999). In fact, the researcher chooses a priori the 

method for choosing the condition ordering at random that is the most reasonable (e.g., block 

randomization vs. restricted randomization, Manolov, 2019) and which test statistic to use 

according to the expected effects (change in level or change in trend, immediate or delayed), in 

relation to the six data aspects emphasized by Kratochwill et al. (2013). Moreover, the researcher 

is encouraged to use other data analytic outcomes besides the p-value as other sources of data 

analysis are not discarded or disregarded when interpreting a p-value. In terms of inferential 

quantifications, confidence intervals are important for informing about the precision of estimates 

(Wilkinson & The Task Force on Statistical Inference, 1999) and they can be constructed based 

on randomization test inversion (Michiels et al., 2017). The visual representation of the data 

should always be inspected, and the individual values can be analyzed. The researchers can, and 

must, still seek the possible causes of specific outlier measurements according to their 

knowledge about the client, the context, and the target behavior. Finally, maintenance, 

generalization, and any subjective opinion expressed by the client or significant others can be 

taken into account, alongside normative data (if available), to assess the social validity of the 

results (Horner et al., 2005; Kazdin, 1977).  

The Need for Quantifications Complementing Visual Analysis 

Visual and Quantitative Analyses Should be Used in Conjunction 

The quantifications illustrated are not suggested as replacements for the visual inspection of 

graphed data. They should rather be understood as complementary. Such complements are 
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necessary for several reasons. First and foremost, visual and quantitative analyses can achieve 

different goals. Visual analysis is used to shape an inductive and dynamic approach to 

identifying the factors controlling the target behavior (Johnson & Cook, 2019; Ledford et al., 

2019), or to conduct response-guided experimentation (Ferron et al., 2017). For such purposes, 

visual analysis enables the researcher to maintain in close contact with the data (Fahmie & 

Hanley 2008, Perone 1999). Complementarily, quantifications can be used for a summative 

purpose, by providing objective and easily communicable results that can be aggregated across 

participants, avoiding subjectivity and potential confirmation bias in visual analysis (Laraway et 

al., 2019). Such quantification facilitates the analysis of multiple data sets, making it easier than 

inspecting each one of them separately (Kranak et al., 2020). In addition, quantifications can be 

used to integrate the results across studies via meta-analysis (Jenson et al., 2017; Onghena et al., 

2018), which is important considering the need for examining the external validity of treatment 

results. The complementarity between visual and quantitative analyses can be illustrated by data 

analytic techniques such as ALIV (Manolov & Onghena, 2018), which was developed to 

quantify exactly the same aspect that is visually evaluated: the degree of separation between data 

paths. It is possible that a separation or differentiation be of such size that it is easy to identify 

via visual inspection (Perone, 1999), but a quantification can still be useful for communicating 

and aggregating the results via meta-analysis of SCED data.  

Quantifications Commonly Accompany Visual Analysis 

When presenting visual analysis, it is common to refer to visual aids (e.g., trend lines, which are 

based on quantitative methods) and descriptive quantifications, such as means and overlap 

indices (Lane & Gast, 2014; Ninci, 2019). Additionally, probabilities (such as the ones arising 

from a null hypothesis test) have also been suggested as tools for aiding visual analysts: see the 
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dual criteria (Fisher et al., 2003), which are commonly recommended and tested in the context of 

visual analysis (Falligant et al., 2020; Lanovaz et al., 2017; Wolfe et al., 2018).  

Why Quantifications Are Useful 

Quantifications can help mitigate some of the potential problems associated with visual 

inspection, such as insufficient interrater agreement (Ninci et al., 2015) or the fact that the 

graphical features of the plot can affect the result of the visual inspection (Dart & Radley, 2017; 

Kinney, 2020; Radley et al., 2018).  A quantitative analysis requires several decisions to be made 

which leads to “researcher degrees of freedom” (Hantula, 2019; Simmons et al., 2011), 

potentially impacting the results through the decisions that were made. However, once an 

appropriate specific quantitative method is chosen, it yields the same result regardless of how the 

data are graphed.  

Some of the quantifications illustrated in the current paper (i.e., Manolov et al., 2020; 

Manolov & Tanious, 2020) refer to an issue that is critical for SCEDs: replication (Kennedy, 

2005; Sidman, 1960; Wolery et al., 2010, see also the Perspectives on Behavior Science Special 

Issue dedicated to the “replication crisis”, Hantula, 2019) and the consistency of results across 

replications (Ledford, 2018; Maggin et al., 2018). Considering the fact that p-values in the 

classical null hypothesis significance testing approach do not provide information about the 

replicability of an effect (Branch, 2014; Killeen, 2005), we consider that it is important to 

emphasize quantifications that emphasize the consistency of effects across replications.   

Some Quantifications that are Easy to Understand and to Use 

Applied researchers are likely to be more familiar with visual analysis and prefer avoiding the 

steep learning curve required for specialized skills such as advanced statistical analysis. 
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However, most of the quantifications described in the current text are straightforward and 

intuitive. For instance, ALIV is simply a quantification of the distance between data paths, 

whereas ADISO is a quantification of the average difference between successive measurements. 

Similarly, a randomization test entails the calculation of a test statistic (e.g., mean difference 

between conditions) for the actual alternation sequence as compared with all possible alternation 

sequences that could have been obtained according to the randomization scheme. There is no 

need to assume hypothetical sampling distribution with normal distribution of data points. 

Simple quantifications, like the ones illustrated here, are more likely to be used by applied 

researchers3 who are typically more familiar with visual inspection of graphically depicted data. 

Moreover, the quantifications illustrated here are implemented in intuitive and user friendly 

software that is available for free (e.g., https://tamalkd.shinyapps.io/scda/ and 

https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ATDesign/).  

Open Access Software for Data Analysis 

List of Software 

The current section provides a list of software that can be used when analyzing ATD data. All 

software listed, except for the Microsoft Excel macro for randomization tests (https://ex-

prt.weebly.com/; Gafurov & Levin, 2020), are user-friendly and freely available websites that do 

not require that the user has any specific program installed.  

                                                           
3 For instance, Wolfe and McCammon (2020) reviewed instructional practices for behavior analysts and found that 
instruction on statistical analyses was scarce and most calculations involved only nonoverlap indices. Similarly, the 
difference between the second edition of the book by Riley-Tillman et al. (2020) and the first edition of 2009, in 
terms of summary measures and possibilities for meta-analyses, are a few nonoverlap indices mentioned, without 
referring to either the between-case standardized mean difference (Shadish et al., 2014) or to multilevel models 
(Van den Noortgate & Onghena, 2003).  

https://tamalkd.shinyapps.io/scda/
https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ATDesign/
https://ex-prt.weebly.com/
https://ex-prt.weebly.com/
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 Choosing an alternation sequence at random (i.e., designing the study) and performing a 

randomization tests for data analysis (Heyvaert & Onghena, 2014; Levin et al., 2012; 

Onghena & Edgington, 1994, 2005): https://tamalkd.shinyapps.io/scda and https://ex-

prt.weebly.com/.  

 Comparing data paths via ALIV (Manolov & Onghena, 2018, with the possibility of 

obtaining a p-value for ALIV on the basis of randomization test, Manolov, 2019) and also 

as a basis for the visual structured criterion (Lanovaz et al., 2019): 

https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ATDesign.  

 Comparing adjacent data points using ADISO (Manolov & Onghena, 2018): 

https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ATDesign. 

 Visual aid and objective rule (VAIOR; Manolov & Vannest, 2019) for complementing 

visual analysis, using Theil-Sen trend and a variability band: 

https://manolov.shinyapps.io/TrendMAD. 

 Assessment of consistency on the basis of variance partitioning (Manolov et al., 2020): 

https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ConsistencyRBD. 

 Assessment of consistency in relation to the modified Brinley plot – MAPESIM and 

MAPEDIFF (Manolov & Tanious, 2020): https://manolov.shinyapps.io/Brinley. 

Data Files to Use 

The structure of the data file that is required is the same for several instances of software: (a) the 

randomization test via https://tamalkd.shinyapps.io/scda; (b) for applying the comparison 

involving actual and linearly interpolated values (ALIV) and the average difference between 

successive observations (ADISO, Manolov & Onghena, 2018: 

https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ATDesign); and (c) VAIOR (Manolov & Vannest, 2019: 

https://tamalkd.shinyapps.io/scda
https://ex-prt.weebly.com/
https://ex-prt.weebly.com/
https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ATDesign
https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ATDesign
https://manolov.shinyapps.io/TrendMAD
https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ConsistencyRBD
https://manolov.shinyapps.io/Brinley
https://tamalkd.shinyapps.io/scda
https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ATDesign
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https://manolov.shinyapps.io/TrendMAD). Specifically, a simple text file (.txt extension, from 

Notepad) is required with two columns, separated either by a tab or a comma. One column must 

contain the header “condition” and it include on each row the letters A and B, marking the 

condition. The other column should be labeled “score” and it includes the values obtained at each 

measurement occasion. One data file is required for each alternation sequence (i.e., for each 

participant). For ADISO, in order to specify where each block ends (i.e., how to split the 

alternation sequence in blocks), an additional data file is required. A text file with a single line 

with the last measurement occasion for each block is required – each number separated by 

commas. For instance, for a design with seven blocks of two conditions, the additional file will 

contain the following text: 2,4,6,8,10,12,14. This is the specific set of points in which each block 

ends for a sequence with seven blocks: it is valid not only for the current data, but also for any 

other sequence that entails seven blocks. Complementarily, if there are five blocks, the sequence 

will be 2,4,6,8,10 and if there are 20 blocks, the sequence will be 2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20.  

For the assessment of consistency via variance partitioning 

(https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ConsistencyRBD) and the quantifications related to the modified 

Brinley plot (https://manolov.shinyapps.io/Brinley), a different kind of data file is used. There is 

a column called “Tier” which contains only the value 1, given that a single ATD sequence is to 

be represented (i.e., a single individual)4 and repeated as many time as there are measurements. 

A second column is called “Id” and it marks the block, repeating twice each consecutive value 

(e.g., 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3 if there are three blocks). The third column is called “Time” and it contains 

                                                           
4 For phase designs, several A-B comparisons can be represented on the same modified Brinley plot, because each 
A-B comparison is a single dot. However, for an ATD, there are multiple dots for each sequence (i.e., one dot for 
each block). Therefore, having several ATDs on the same modified Brinley plot can make the graphical 
representation more difficult to interpret. 

https://manolov.shinyapps.io/TrendMAD
https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ConsistencyRBD
https://manolov.shinyapps.io/Brinley
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the values making the measurement occasions (1, 2, up to the number of measurements). A 

fourth column is called “Score” and contains the measurements. A fifth and final column is 

called “Phase” and it contains the values 0 and 1 for conditions A and B, respectively.  

In the Open Science Framework Project (https://osf.io/ks4p2) we have included the data for 

the illustrations, organized as previously described. The data are available in two Microsoft 

Excel files and to use them it is only necessary to copy the data from each worksheet and paste it 

into a new text (Notepad) file. The pasting creates a file separated by tabs.  

Use of the Software 

The websites use point-and-click menus for loading the text files with the data and for obtaining 

the results. It is possible to modify the default display of the graphical representations by adding 

visual aids (for https://tamalkd.shinyapps.io/scda) and by changing the minimum and maximum 

value of the Y-axis and the size of the plot (for the remaining websites from the list). The tabs 

within each website and the options to be chosen include self-explanatory descriptions. 

Illustrations and Comparison of the Results 

Selection of Published Data for the Illustrations 

Two studies were selected for three reasons: (a) the studies describe procedures consistent with 

block randomization for the ATD; (b) the studies represent a variety of data patterns – some 

show clear differences (i.e., completely differentiated data paths that do not cross) and others 

show more subtle differences (i.e., data paths crossing to different degrees); and (c) the studies 

were selected to include a variety of data analysis techniques (Fletcher et al., 2010, use visual 

analysis with means and number of sessions to achieving a criterion, whereas Sjolie et al., 2016, 

use Cohen’s d and a randomization test). 

https://tamalkd.shinyapps.io/scda
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Only a selection of all possible results from all the data analysis procedures described 

previously in the manuscript is presented here. Results applying all these previously mentioned 

quantitative techniques, applied to each of the two data sets, can be obtained from the previously 

mentioned websites, using the data files from the Open Science Framework Project 

(https://osf.io/ks4p2). The assessment of presence, magnitude, and consistency of effect is 

summarized in Table 2.  

INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE 

ATD Data Reanalyzed 

In Fletcher et al. (2010), a comparison was performed between TOUCHMATH, a multi-sensory 

mathematics program and a number line, for three middle school students (Ashley, Robert, and 

Ken) with moderate and multiple disabilities in the context of solving single-digit mathematics 

problems. The data for the comparison phase in which the two interventions are alternated are 

presented in Figure 1.  

INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE 

According to Fletcher et al. (2010, p. 454), all students “showed significant improvements 

using the ‘touch points’ method compared to the number line strategy to solve. […] During the 

baseline phase, the students averaged 4% of the single-digit mathematics problems accurately, 

however, while in the ‘touch points’ phase the students averaged 92% of the problems correctly, 

compared to only 30% while using the number line strategy”. The authors also mention that each 

participant reached the criterion of 90% accuracy for three consecutive sessions faster for the 

touch points program.  
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Figure 2 represents the differences for each pair of conditions within a block. The closer that 

the dots are to the red horizontal line, the more similar the differences between conditions in 

each block. Thus, the differences are most similar (i.e., most consistent) for Ken and more 

variable (i.e., least consistent) for Ashley. Specifically, for Ken, most differences are exactly the 

same, except for the last two. For Robert, all differences are very similar except one zero 

difference. For Ashley, there is greater variability.  

INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE 

In order to further study the results for Ashley, we quantify the degree of consistency for 

each condition in Figure 3. This Figure represents a modified Brinley plot, constructed as 

described in Blampied (2017) with the additional graphical aids described Manolov and Tanious 

(2020). Specifically, for ATDs, the coordinates of each data point are defined by a condition A 

value (X-axis) and the corresponding condition B value (Y-axis) from the same block of the 

ATD. Both the left and the right panel of Figure 3 include the same data and thus the same 

configuration of data points. The left panel focuses on the condition A measurements, 

represented in the X-axis, and it represents the distance between each condition A value and the 

condition A mean via the horizontal dashed lines. Complementarily, the right panel focuses on 

the condition B measurements, represented in the Y-axis, and it represents the distance between 

each condition B value and the condition B mean via the vertical dashed lines. MAE, standing 

for mean absolute error (also called “mean absolute deviation”) is the average of these horizontal 

(left panel) or vertical (right panel) distances. Therefore, the longer these horizontal or vertical 

lines, the larger the value of MAE (mean absolute error) and, thus, the lower the consistency 

within each condition.  

INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE 
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In absolute terms (here, accuracy as a percentage), the MAE from the average level is similar 

for both conditions. MAE is equal to 14.91 for condition A (number line) and 10.41 for condition 

B (touch points). However, in relative terms (i.e., the quantification called MAPESIM, 

abbreviating mean absolute percentage error for similar conditions), this variability represents 

42% of the mean for condition A (which is equal to 35.38 and thus 14.19/35.38=42.14%) and 

only 11% of the mean for condition B (which is equal to 91.54 and thus 10.41/91.54=11.38%), 

indicating greater consistency for the latter. This is an additional result that can be used for 

justifying the conclusion of difference between conditions for Ashley. Given that the data paths 

for Ashley do not cross, the greater variability in condition A can be detected from visual 

inspection, and MAPESIM serves as a quantitative complement. 

Finally, given the greater variability of values in condition A (number line), we checked for 

evidence regarding whether the improvement observed in condition B (touch points), is 

sufficient. In Figure 4, we apply VAIOR (Manolov & Vannest, 2019) to Ashley’s data. Despite 

the variability, there is no upward or downward overall trend in Condition A. A total of 46% (6 

of 13) of the baseline data are beyond the variability band. According to the VAIOR criterion, at 

least twice this percentage of condition B values needs to be beyond the variability band in order 

to have an indication of intervention effect. Thus, at least 92% of the condition B data need to 

exceed the variability band. In fact, this is the case, as all condition B measurements are above 

the variability band. Considering the 100% superiority of one condition over the other the visual 

structured criterion (Lanovaz et al., 2019) also indicates that the “touch points” condition leads to 

better results. Additionally, a randomization test can be performed. Specifically, using the mean 

difference as a test statistic and the website https://tamalkd.shinyapps.io/scda/, we obtain that the 

value of the difference between the means of the two condition is 56.2. In the randomization 

https://tamalkd.shinyapps.io/scda/
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distribution, there are 8192 values given that there are 13 blocks in the ATD and 213=8192, 

representing the number of possible alternation sequences using block randomization. The 

observed test statistic is the largest value of all 8192 values. Thus the p-value is 

1/8192=0.0001220703. 

INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE 

The analyses exemplified in this section demonstrate how to obtain a more thorough and 

detailed picture of differences between conditions and the consistency of effects, when the effect 

is clear (participant Ken) and when there is a lot of variability in one condition (Ashley). Further 

analyses may strengthen the conclusion regarding the difference between the conditions or reveal 

different characteristics of the data. Additional analyses for this data set can be accessed at 

https://osf.io/ks4p2. 

In Sjolie et al. (2016), a comparison is performed between two versions of speech therapy: 

with and without exposure to ultrasound visual feedback for postvocalic rhotics (/r/- colored 

vowels). The authors studied the effects of the two treatments on acquisition, retention, and 

generalization, hypothesizing that the ultrasound would facilitate acquisition but hinder retention 

and generalization. Four participants (aged 7-9) were studied. Focusing on some of the most 

interesting and challenging data patterns, Figure 5 includes the acquisition data for Participant 

1003 and the retention data for Participant 1008.  

INSERT FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE 

Sjolie et al. (2016) report, for acquisition, that “Participant 1003 showed a generally 

consistent advantage for US sessions over NoUS sessions. Participant 1008 showed signs of 

acquisition, but no consistent advantage for either US sessions or NoUS sessions. Consistent 
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with the graphical trend, Participant 1003 showed a significant advantage for US sessions over 

NoUS sessions in acquisition scores (p = .039, d = 0.78); however, the remaining three subjects 

did not show a significant advantage for either treatment.” (p. 69). In order to provide a more in-

depth analysis of the statistically significant result obtained via a randomization test, as reported 

by the original authors, we compared several different types of quantitative analyses to see if 

they would yield similar conclusion. For instance, the application of VAIOR (Figure 6, left 

panel) indicates that 43% (3/7) of the measurements in the condition without ultrasound are 

outside the variability band constructed around the trend line for this condition. According to the 

VAIOR criterion for sufficient change, requiring for doubling this percentage (Manolov & 

Vannest, 2019), at least 86 % of the measurements of the condition with ultrasound should be 

outside the upper limit of the variability band. However, this is the case for only 57% (4/7) of the 

measurements.  

INSERT FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE 

A different comparison can be performed, comparing data paths, rather than only actually 

obtained measurements, using ALIV (Manolov & Onghena, 2018) and the visual structured 

criterion (Lanovaz et al., 2019). Figure 7 (upper panel) represents this comparison between data 

paths. With seven measurements per condition, there are 14 measurements occasions and 12 

comparisons, which are delimited by the blue vertical lines. Both VSC and ALIV entail omitting 

the initial value for the ultrasound condition and the last value for the no ultrasound condition. 

The lines with arrows show a connection between a real data point from one condition to an 

interpolated point from the other condition. They always originate with the condition denoted as 

A.  Green lines show where condition B (usually the active treatment) is better than condition A 

(usually the control). Comparing the data paths, it can be seen that the ultrasound condition is 
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superior in 10 of these 12 comparisons. According to the visual structured criterion, one 

condition being superior to the other in only 10 out of 12 comparisons is not sufficient evidence 

for superiority, as at least 11 out of 12 is required, following the criteria derived by Lanovaz et 

al. (2019).  

INSERT FIGURE 7 ABOUT HERE 

When we computed ADISO for the acquisition data from Participant 1003 (Figure 8, upper 

panel), we see that the mean difference in favor of the ultrasound condition is 13 percent correct 

of all trained items, with the ultrasound condition being superior in 85% of the comparisons. 

Both these quantifications appear as subtitled in the upper panel of Figure 8. Finally, to assess 

the consistency of effects, we can look at the color and the size of the arrows in the upper panel 

of Figure 8: there is one red arrow (i.e., superiority of condition A) and the green arrows (i.e., 

superiority of condition B) are of different lengths. Thus, at least visually, according to Figure 8, 

the effect does not seem to be very consistent. In addition, we can also inspect the modified 

Brinley plot (Figure 9, left panel). This plot is slightly different from Figure 3, in that a parallel 

dashed diagonal line is added, parallel to the solid diagonal line (i.e., no difference) and 

representing the mean difference between the conditions. The consistency of effect is represented 

as the vertical distance between the red dots and the dashed diagonal line: the longer the 

distances, the lower the consistency. Overall, the degree of consistency of effect is quantified as 

a MAE (equal to 12.75) and as MAE relative to the mean difference (which is the MAPEDIFF 

quantification). Once again, the effect does not seem to be consistent, considering that the typical 

distance between the overall mean difference and the difference between conditions within each 

block is 97% of the overall mean difference (i.e., MAPEDIFF = 0.97). This may be the reason 
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why the statistically significant result from the randomization test, reported by Sjolie et al. 

(2016), is not detected by VAIOR. 

INSERT FIGURES 8 AND 9 ABOUT HERE 

For retention, Sjolie (2016, p. 70) report “a negligible difference between US sessions and 

NoUS sessions. None of the participants showed a statistically significant advantage for one 

treatment over the other in retention scores.” It is noteworthy that for Participant 1008 the 

authors report d = −0.303 and a p-value of .297. Further analyses can reveal whether this lack of 

statistical significance hides a relevant difference, in favor of the condition without ultrasound. 

Thus, it should be noted that in the right panel of Figure 6, representing VAIOR, the condition 

with ultrasound is treated and depicted as condition A and the condition without ultrasound as 

condition B. This is opposite to the representation in the left panel of Figure 6, but we proceeded 

in this way in order to explore whether there is any evidence for the superiority of the condition 

without ultrasound. The application of VAIOR reveals that 42% (3 of 7) of the measurements in 

the condition with ultrasound are outside the variability band constructed around the trend line 

for this condition. According to the VAIOR criterion (Manolov & Vannest, 2019), at least 84% 

of the measurements of the condition without ultrasound should be above that variability band. 

However, just like for acquisition, only 57.14% of the intervention phase data points improve the 

projected variability band. Using the visual structured criterion (Lanovaz et al., 2019) for 

comparing data paths, we see that the condition without ultrasound is superior in 8 of the 12 

comparisons (as depicted in Figure 7, bottom panel), which is insufficient evidence. Thus, the 

conclusion appears to be the same as for acquisition for Participant 1003.  

However, when computing ADISO (Figure 8, lower panel), we see that the mean difference 

in favor of the no ultrasound condition is 5 percent correct of all trained items, with the 
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ultrasound condition being superior in only 42% of the comparisons, which is much less that the 

superiority of the ultrasound condition observed for acquisition for Participant 1003. Finally, the 

low degree of superiority for retention for Participant 1008 is well-aligned with the results about 

the consistency of the effect. Focusing on the modified Brinley plot represented on the right 

panel of Figure 9, it can be seen that the differences between conditions in each block are 

relatively far away from the overall mean difference. That is, the vertical distance between the 

dots and the dashed diagonal line is relatively large, compared to the mean difference. 

Specifically, as indicated in the right panel of Figure 9, the typical distance between the overall 

mean difference and the difference between conditions within each block is more than three 

times (actually, 342%) of the overall mean difference. 

Overall, the analyses performed here in addition to the ones reported by Sjolie et al. (2016) 

provide further information about the effectiveness of the two treatments (beyond a 

quantification expressed as a standardized mean difference) and the consistency of the effect 

(beyond a p-value). More complete results can be accessed at https://osf.io/ks4p2. 

Discussion 

We focused on ATDs, a form of SCEDs that have been the focus for several recent data 

analytical developments. Several of these developments were reviewed and illustrated, with an 

emphasis on techniques that can be implemented by applied researchers with relatively minimal 

training in advanced quantitative methods. When using ATDs, several challenges need to be 

addressed. The specific design and method for generating the alternation sequence for treatment 

conditions need to be correctly labeled and described with sufficient detail to enable replication. 

In terms of data analysis, the use of randomization of condition ordering in the design enables 
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the use of an analytical technique allowing for tentative causal inference, but the p-values need to 

be derived and interpreted correctly. These issues are discussed here. 

Need for Transparent Reporting 

Labeling the Design 

Transparent reporting is necessary with regards to the design used to isolate the effects of the 

independent variable on the dependent variable that match SCRIBE guidelines for SCEDs (Tate 

et al., 2016) and CENT guidelines for N-of-1 trials from the health sciences (Vohra et al., 2015). 

To begin with, the name of the design should be correctly and consistently specified across 

studies, in order to be able to locate them and include them in systematic reviews and meta-

analyses. Difficulties might arise because the same design is sometimes referred to using 

different names (e.g., as an ATD or a multielement design; Hammond & Gast, 2010; Wolery et 

al., 2018). Any tentative recommendation that we made in the current manuscript has to take into 

account the tradition for data analysis in different fields. Thus, following Ledford et al. (2019), 

one option would be to reserve the term “ATD” for designs in which there is an intervention (or 

two different treatments are being compared), whereas the term “multielement design” could be 

used when the effect of contextual variables is being studied, such as in functional analysis of 

problem behavior.  

The different variations of ATD (Onghena & Edgington, 1994, 2005) are not equivalent. 

Thus, it is important to label the type of ATD correctly so applied researchers can analyze the 

data properly and readers can easily understand (and be able to replicate) the analyses performed. 

When block randomization of conditions is used, the comparisons to be performed between 

adjacent conditions are more straightforward because the presence of blocks makes it easier to 
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apply ADISO and it enables using only actually obtained measurements without the need to 

interpolate as in ALIV. Moreover, the alternation sequences that can possibly be generated using 

block randomization are not the same as the ones that can arise when using an ATD with 

restricted randomization. This has implications for the way in which statistical significance is 

determined (see the later section “Analytical Implications for Randomization Tests”). Further 

complications in reporting and data analysis arise by the use of combinations of designs (Ledford 

& Gast, 2018; Moeyaert et al., 2020), such as embedding an ATD within a multiple baseline 

design or within a reversal design. The main suggestions that we are making here, in relation to 

ATD in which the effect of a treatment (or more than one treatment) is studied, is to state clearly 

how the alternation sequence is determined, by specifying whether (a) counterbalancing or 

randomization is used; and (b) whether blocks are used or there is a restriction imposed on the 

number of consecutive administrations of the same condition (being explicit about his number). 

When randomization is used, the terms “ATD with block randomization” and “ATD with 

restricted randomization” should be used to reduce ambiguity.  

Determining the Alternation Sequence 

In absence of transparent reporting, it may not be clear exactly what was done to determine the 

condition sequence (i.e., counterbalancing, randomization, or blocking), and any ambiguity 

interferes with replication attempts, the re-analysis of the data, and subsequent reviews of the 

published literature. In relation to randomization, Item 8 of the CENT guidelines require 

reporting “[w]hether the order of treatment periods was randomised, with rationale, and method 

used to generate allocation sequence. When applicable, type of randomisation; details of any 

restrictions (such as pairs, blocking)” (Vohra et al., 2015, p. 4). In the SCRIBE guidelines, Item 

8 requires the authors to “[s]tate whether randomization was used, and if so, describe the 
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randomization method and the elements of the study that were randomized” (Tate et al., 2016, p. 

140). 

It is important not only to state how the alternation sequence was determined, but also to 

provide additional details. For instance, only stating that counterbalancing was used (e.g., 

Russell & Reinecke, 2019; Thirumanickam et al., 2018) is often not sufficient to understand and 

replicate the procedure. Regarding ATDs with block randomization, the most straightforward 

option is to use this label for the design, or the term “randomized block design” (e.g., Sjolie et 

al., 2016) and/or to describe the procedure clearly. For example, Lloyd et al. (2018) specifically 

refer to random assignment between successive pairs of observation, whereas Fletcher et al. 

(2010) somewhat more ambiguously state that the interventions were administered “semi-

randomly” to counterbalance which treatment takes place first each data. 

It is possible to further enrich the design by introducing both randomization and 

counterbalancing. For instance, Maas et al. (2019, p. 3167) state the “[o]rder of conditions within 

each session was pseudorandomized as follows: The child rolled a die before the first weekly 

session to determine which condition would be presented first in that session; the following 

session would have the reverse order. Thus, the order of conditions was counterbalanced by 

week but randomized across weeks, and each condition was presented an equal number of times 

in the first and second half of a session (8/16 first, 8/16 second).” 

Analytical Implications for Randomization Tests 

Randomization Scheme for Determining the Alternation Sequence 

When randomization is used in the context of any SCED in general and in the context of an ATD 

in particular, it is important to be clear in describing how the alternation sequence is generated 
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and how the reference distribution for obtaining statistical significance is obtained. It is crucial 

that the random assignment procedure used for determining the alternation sequence is matched 

by the randomization performed for obtaining the statistical significance of the result (Edgington, 

1980; Levin et al., 2019). For instance, if four days include a morning and an afternoon session, 

and two conditions take place each day, alternated in random order, this would lead to 24 = 16 

possible sequences and it will not be equivalent to dividing eight measurement occasions into 

two groups of 4, which would lead to 8! (4! 4!) = 70⁄  possible divisions (Kratochwill & Levin, 

1980). The former is a randomized block design, whereas the latter is a completely randomized 

design (Onghena & Edgington, 2005). An apparent confusion between the two ways of 

determining the alternation sequence at random, when obtaining a p-value, is present in Hua et 

al. (2020). Thus, ensuring statistical-conclusion validity (Levin et al., 2019) requires both the 

presence of randomization when designing and the correspondence between what is done in the 

design stage and in the analytical stage in which the randomization distribution is constructed 

(Bulté & Onghena, 2008). 

Statistical Inference 

Incorporating randomization in the design boosts internal validity and scientific credibility in any 

type of design, including SCEDs (Edgington, 1975; Kratochwill & Levin, 2010). Moreover, the 

use of randomization makes possible and valid the use of randomization tests, a kind of statistical 

test that makes no distributional assumptions and no assumptions about random sampling 

(Edgington & Onghena, 2007; Levin et al., 2019).  The evidence provided by the application of a 

randomization test to an individual’s data is more closely related to the typical aims in behavioral 

sciences (Craig & Fisher, 2019). Applied researchers need to be cautious only when performing 

multiple statistical tests, in relation to potentially committing a Type I error. Finally, statistical 
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inference can be expressed as a confidence interval constructed around an effect size estimate, 

thanks to inverting the randomization (Michiels et al., 2017). 

A potential limitation of randomization tests is that some applied researchers may not be 

familiar with the correct interpretation of its p-value, but this could also be applicable to other 

data analytical techniques suggested in the SCED context. For instance, the conservative dual 

criterion fits a mean line and a trend line to the baseline data and extends them into the 

intervention phase for comparison (Fisher et al., 2003). The conservative dual criterion can be 

considered a visual aid, as suggested by its authors, but it actually entails obtaining a p-value 

(i.e., the probability of observing, only by chance, as many or more intervention points superior 

to both extended baseline lines, as the number actually observed).  In order to avoid repeating the 

misuses and misinterpretations of p-values (Branch, 2019; Cohen, 1990, 1994; Gigerenzer, 2004; 

Nickerson, 2000, Wicherts et al., 2016), it is important for applied researchers to know what a 

null hypothesis is (and is not), when a randomization test is used, and what the statistical 

inference refers to. Specifically, a very small p-value indicates that the difference between the 

conditions (expressed as difference in means, difference between data paths compared via ALIV, 

or otherwise, according to the test statistic chosen) is not likely to be obtained only by chance 

(i.e., if the there is no difference between conditions). The p-value is not a quantification of the 

reliability or the replicability of the results (Branch 2014). Actually, p-values do not preclude 

replications or make them unnecessary, as they are not a tool for extrapolating the results to other 

participants.  

Limitations of the Quantitative Techniques Reviewed and Suggestions for Future Research 

It is impossible to recommend a single optimal choice for graphing ATD data or for analyzing 

these data quantitatively. This is because different graphical representations and analytical 
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techniques provide different types of information: presence or absence of effect, degree of 

ordinal superiority, average difference between adjacent measurements, average difference 

between data paths, statistical significance. All these components can be considered together 

with broader social validity criteria (Horner et al., 2005; Kazdin, 1977) when deciding the degree 

to which one treatment is superior to another.  
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Table 1 

Summary of the Main Features of Several Data Analytic Techniques Applicable to Alternating 

Treatments Designs 

Data 

analytical 

technique 

Data aspect 

quantified 

Strengths Limitations Calculation Example 

Visual 

structured 

criterion 

(VSC) 

Superiority of 

one condition 

over the other, 

by means of 

comparing 

data paths. 

Corresponds 

directly to the 

visual 

inspection of 

the data, 

which focuses 

on the 

differentiation 

or separation 

between data 

paths. 

The 

comparison is 

only ordinal 

(i.e., one 

condition is 

either 

superior, 

equal or 

inferior to the 

other) without 

quantifying 

the distance. 

 

The outcome 

is binary: 

meets or does 

not meet the 

criterion for 

superiority. 

 

The 

comparison 

excludes the 

first and last 

measurements 

for which only 

one of the 

data paths is 

present. 

For each 

measurement 

occasion, a 

comparison is 

performed 

between the data 

paths for the 

two conditions. 

The number of 

comparisons for 

which one 

condition is 

superior is 

tallied. This 

tally is 

compared to a 

predefined 

criterion 

developed by 

the authors via a 

simulation 

study. 

Fig. 7 

can be 

used, 

focusing 

on the 

number 

of green 

arrows 

out of 

the total 

number 

of 

compa-

risons. 

Average 

difference 

using actual 

and linearly 

interpolated 

values 

(ALIV) 

Quantifies the 

distance 

between the 

data paths 

(i.e., the line 

connecting the 

points from 

one condition 

is compared to 

the line 

Corresponds 

directly to the 

visual 

inspection of 

the data, 

which focuses 

on the 

differentiation 

or separation 

Includes 

interpolated 

values, which 

are assumed 

to represent 

the value that 

would have 

been obtained 

under the 

For each 

measurement 

occasion, a 

measurement 

obtained in one 

condition is 

compared to the 

measurement 

interpolated 

(according to 

Fig. 7 
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connecting the 

points from 

the other 

condition). 

between data 

paths. 

condition not 

taking place. 

 

The 

comparison 

excludes the 

first and last 

measurements 

for which only 

one of the 

data paths is 

present. 

the data path) 

for the other 

condition. An 

average 

difference is 

computed for all 

measurement 

occasions. 

Average 

difference 

between 

successive 

observations 

(ADISO) 

Quantifies the 

differences 

between 

successive 

observations 

belonging to 

different 

conditions. 

Uses only 

actually 

obtained 

measurements

, without 

modeling 

(interpolation, 

trend lines, 

reducing the 

measurements 

to a single 

average). 

Expressed in 

the same 

measurement 

units as the 

target 

behavior. 

For certain 

alternating 

sequences 

(i.e., the ones 

that cannot be 

obtained when 

using block 

randomization

), the use of 

ADISO 

requires 

deciding how 

to segment the 

alternating 

sequence 

(e.g., 

AABBAABA

B can be 

divided as 

AABB-AAB-

AB or AAB-

BA-AB-AB). 

The 

measurement(s) 

from one 

condition in its 

first application 

are compared to 

the adjacent 

measurement(s) 

in the other 

condition in its 

first application, 

and so forth for 

the entire 

alternation 

sequence. An 

average 

difference is 

computed for all 

repetitions of 

the alternation 

between the two 

conditions.  

Fig. 8 

Visual aid 

and objective 

rule 

(VAIOR) 

Establishes a 

reference, on 

the basis of 

baseline trend 

and 

variability, to 

which to 

compare the 

intervention 

phase data in 

order to assess 

whether the 

Takes into 

account both 

baseline trend 

and baseline 

variability, 

when 

representing a 

reference for 

assessing the 

intervention 

phase data. 

A straight line 

may not 

represent 

sufficiently 

well the data, 

especially if 

estimated 

from few 

baseline data 

points. 

Fits and projects 

baseline trend. 

Quantifies 

baseline data 

variability and 

projects a 

variability band. 

Identifies 

whether the 

intervention 

improves 

sufficiently 

Fig. 4 

and Fig. 

6 
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degree of 

superiority is 

sufficient. 

these 

projections. 

Consistency 

of effects 

across blocks 

(CEAB) 

Quantifies the 

degree of lack 

of consistency 

of effects 

across blocks, 

expressed as a 

percentage of 

variance (from 

the whole 

variability in 

the 

measurements

). 

Uses the well-

known 

analysis of 

variance for 

partitioning 

variance due 

to the 

intervention 

effect, due to 

the difference 

across blocks, 

and due to the 

interaction of 

the blocks and 

the 

intervention. 

Only 

applicable to 

ATDs with 

block 

randomization

. 

 

 

Quantifies, via 

analysis of 

variance, the 

proportion of 

variability in the 

measurements 

of the dependent 

variable that is 

not explained 

either by the 

intervention or 

the blocks (i.e., 

the interaction 

of these two 

factors). 

Fig. 2 

Consistency 

of data 

features in 

similar 

conditions, 

quantified as 

mean 

absolute 

percentage 

error for 

similar 

conditions 

(MAPESIM) 

Quantifies the 

consistency in 

the 

measurements 

for the same 

condition.  

Performs the 

quantifications

separately for 

each condition 

Easily 

represented 

graphically 

via the 

modified 

Brinley plot. 

Most easily 

applied to 

ATDs with 

block 

randomization

, in order to 

represent each 

block with a 

dot in the 

modified 

Brinley plot. 

Represents the 

values of each 

block in a two-

dimensional 

space in which 

each dimension 

is one of the 

conditions. 

Quantifies the 

vertical and 

horizontal 

distances 

between each 

dot and the 

averages per 

condition. 

Expresses the 

average of these 

distances in 

relation to the 

average value 

for the 

condition. 

Fig. 3 

Consistency 

of effects 

quantified as 

mean 

Quantifies the 

consistency of 

the difference 

between 

Easily 

represented 

graphically 

via the 

Most easily 

applied to 

ATDs with 

block 

Represents the 

values of each 

block in a two-

dimensional 

Fig. 9 
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absolute 

percentage 

error for 

different 

conditions 

(MAPEDIFF

) 

adjacent raw 

measurements 

belonging to 

different 

conditions. 

modified 

Brinley plot. 

randomization

, in order to 

represent each 

block with a 

dot in the 

modified 

Brinley plot. 

space in which 

each dimension 

is one of the 

conditions. 

Quantify the 

vertical distance 

between each 

dot and diagonal 

line representing 

the mean 

difference 

between 

conditions. 

Expresses the 

average of these 

distances in 

relation to the 

mean difference. 
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Table 2 

Quantifications obtained for the data in the three illustrations. For the comparison involving 

actual and linearly interpolated values (ALIV) and the average difference between successive 

observations (ADISO) the calculation performed is A minus B. The ADISO superiority 

percentage refers to the superiority of B over A, except for Retention for Participant 1008 

(superiority of A over B).  

 Study Fletcher et al. (2010) Sjolie et al. (2016) 

 Participant Ashley Robert Ken 

Acquisition 

for 1003 

Retention 

for 1008 

VSC Met Met Met Not met Not met 

VAIOR criterion Met Met Met Not met Not met 

ADISO -56.15 -60.00 -75.71 -13.07 5.00 

ADISO superiority 100.00% 90.91% 100.00% 85.71% 42.86% 

ALIV -52.50 -62.00 -76.67 -14.96 8.17 

ALIV p-value <.01 <.01 <.01 0.047 0.82 

CEAB 88.89% 90.65% 99.13% 71.00% 61.42% 

MAPE-A 42.14% 43.64% 42.86% 43.37% 68.40% 

MAPE-B 11.38% 9.72% 6.40% 32.57% 30.24% 

MAPE-DIFF 30.35% 21.21% 8.09% 97.55% 342.08% 

Note. CEAB – consistency of effects across blocks. MAPE – mean absolute percentage error (A 

denotes condition A, B denotes condition B, DIFF denotes the effect or difference between 

conditions). VAIOR – visual aid and objective rule. VSC – visual structured criterion. NA – 

calculation not available for the data set.  
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Figure 1 

Data gathered by Fletcher et al. (2010) for Ashley (upper panel), Robert (middle panel), and 

Ken (lower panel). Condition A (number line): blue. Condition B (touch points): yellow. Plots 

created via https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ConsistencyRBD/  

 

 

 

Ashley 

Robert 

Ken 

https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ConsistencyRBD/
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Figure 2 

Differences between conditions for each block, for the Fletcher et al. (2010) data for Ashley 

(upper panel), Robert (middle panel), and Ken (lower panel). The red horizontal line is the mean 

difference for each participant. The vertical distance between the dots and the red horizontal line 

visualizes the consistency of the difference between conditions across blocks. Plots created via 

https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ConsistencyRBD/ , as presented by Manolov et al. (2020) in the 

context of the development of CEAB. 

 

Ashley Robert 

Ken 

https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ConsistencyRBD/
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Figure 3 

Consistency of data points for participant Ashley from the Fletcher et al. (2010) study. The left 

panel illustrates the consistency in Condition A (number line): the greater the horizontal 

distance between the points and the vertical line representing the condition A mean, the lower 

the consistency. The right panel illustrates the consistency in Condition B (touch points): the 

greater the vertical distance between the points and the horizontal line representing the 

condition B mean, the lower the consistency. Plots created via 

https://manolov.shinyapps.io/Brinley/, as part of the MAPESIM quantification (Manolov & 

Tanious, 2020). 
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Figure 4 

Data for participant Ashley from the Fletcher et al. (2010) study. Theil-Sen trend fitted to 

Condition A (Number Line), plus a variability band defined by the median absolute deviation. 

Plots created via https://manolov.shinyapps.io/TrendMAD/, as part of VAIOR (Manolov & 

Vannest, 2019). 

 

  

https://manolov.shinyapps.io/TrendMAD/
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Figure 5 

Data gathered by Sjolie et al. (2016) for Participant 1003 during acquisition (upper panel) and 

Participant 1008 during retention. Condition A (No Ultrasound): Blue. Condition B 

(Ultrasound): Yellow. Plots created via https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ConsistencyRBD/  
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Figure 6 

Data gathered by Sjolie et al. (2016). Left panel: acquisition for Participant 1003; Condition A 

(No ultrasound): Black triangles. Condition B (Ultrasound): Red, Yellow, and Green Dots. Right 

panel: retention for Participant 1008; Condition A (Ultrasound): Black triangles. Condition B 

(No ultrasound): Red, Yellow, and Green Dots. Plots created via 

https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ATDesign/, as part of VAIOR (Manolov & Vannest, 2019). 
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Figure 7 

Data gathered by Sjolie et al. (2016). Condition A is No ultrasound, whereas Condition B is 

Ultrasound. Upper panel: acquisition for participant 1003; green marks values greater in 

Condition B, whereas red marks values greater in Condition A. Upper panel: retention for 

participant 1008; green marks values greater in Condition A, whereas red marks values greater 

in Condition B. Plots created via https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ATDesign/, as part of ALIV 

(Manolov & Onghena, 2018) 
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Figure 8 

Data gathered by Sjolie et al. (2016). Condition A is No ultrasound, whereas Condition B is 

Ultrasound. Upper panel: acquisition for participant 1003; green marks values greater in 

Condition B, whereas red marks values greater in Condition A. Upper panel: retention for 

participant 1008; green marks values greater in Condition A, whereas red marks values greater 

in Condition B. Plots created via https://manolov.shinyapps.io/ATDesign/ , as part of ADISO 

(Manolov & Onghena, 2018) 
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Figure 9 

Consistency of Effects for the Sjolie et al. (2016) study. The X-axis represents the measurements 

in condition A (No Ultrasound). The Y-axis represents the measurements in condition B 

(Ultrasound). Left panel: acquisition for participant 1003. Right panel: retention for participant 

1008. The greater the vertical distance between the red dots and the dashed diagonal line, the 

lower the consistency of differences between conditions across blocks. Plots created via 

https://manolov.shinyapps.io/Brinley/, as part of the MAPEDIFF quantification (Manolov & 

Tanious, 2020).  
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